Virtual Klondike Derby 2021

This Klondike can be completed at any time from 2/10/2021 - 3/10/2021 The events can be completed
anywhere that you would like, such as a park or other public grounds, that you choose, is available, and
does not have regulations that the events could violate. Please sign up prior to beginning the event .
There are five stations that can be completed in any order, and do not need to be completed in one day.
The team can be the whole unit, or the unit can be divided into several groups and each is its own team.
The unit may decide on a scoring system, if desired. All Scouts should dress appropriately including hats,
gloves, boots, socks (have extra on sled).

First Aid – Teamwork
Scenario: While racing your sled, a member falls down and gets injured. The team needs to transport
them to the first aid station which is 100 feet away. The team must first splint the left leg and
immobilize the right arm. They must also stop bleeding on their head. The event is completed when
First Aid is successfully performed and the injured party is transported to safety.
●
●

First Aid Box
Splinting material of your choice

Ice Rescue
Scenario: Someone has taken the sled on the ice and they are now stuck the on ice. The team throws
them a rope and pulls them to safety, all while reassuring them that they will be ok.
●
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Sled
Long rope

Fire Building

The team must choose a safe place and build a fire safely. They should take time to find wood to keep
the fire going long enough to get water to boil. Bonus if the team can lash a tripod to hold the pot.
Additional bonus if the team starts the fire without matches.
●
●
●
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Safety first
Wood gathered at site
Fire starter
Pot

●
●

Water
Optional equipment:
o Rope
o Three long sticks
o Hatchet
Orienteering

A team leader is chosen and stands in one spot with the compass. The remainder of the team will make
a circle around the team leader at varying distances. The team leader will take compass bearing
readings on the location of all other team members. Bonus if the team leader determines the distance
in paces to each of the other team members. Each member of the team will have a turn to the leader.
●
●
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Compass
Paper
Pencil
Knot

Find a good tree and throw the rope over a branch as high up as you can. Tie a bag or back pack to the
rope and suspend it from tree, then tie a knot to keep it suspended on its own.
●
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Bag or back pack
Long rope
River Crossing

Get the team and the sled across a “river” without falling in. The team can use various items to step on
to help them cross, such as branches, rocks, or items that are already on the sled.

Cook an easy lunch on the trail using what you carry on the sled.

